
Conference Sessions 

AB 9:15AM-12:15PM 

AB3-Getting Outside-Cheryl Franklin 

Is your idea of getting outside taking the girls to the mall?  This session is for you!  

You don’t have to go to camp to get the girls outside.  Come learn how to plan 

and get the girls outside during your weekly meetings or other day activities.  This 

is one of the National Modules for the OAL program.  **We will be going outside, 

so please dress appropriately. 

Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.           

AB4-Safe Guide-Marie Cron 

Safe Guiding training is required within the first six months of joining as 

an adult member.  This training will assist you with planning your unit 

meetings and outings, including overnight activities.  We will review the 

contents of the Safe Guide manual after which participants will have 

the opportunity to work in small groups planning events, developing 

Emergency Response Plans and making general plans.  The Safe Guide 

document has planning guides for a variety of activities to make your 

planning easier.  Join us in planning for a variety of activities which will 

make for an easier Guiding year. 

Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

AB5-Girls United-Nicole Kreiger 

This National module is intended to provide you with: 

-an introduction to the dynamics of girls’ relationships. 

_age-appropriate strategies for promoting healthy relationships. 



Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.   

AB6-Baking with a Theme-Kim Batten 

Betty Crocker vs Martha Stewart?  Want to have fun in the kitchen at 

your meeting space while completing program?  You know, 

#there’sabadgeforthat!  Come bake in the hotel kitchen while learning 

how to incorporate into badges such as tasty treats, yum yum, event 

planning, etc.  If you’re worried about missing the bowl, please bring an 

apron.  This session will cost an additional $5.00 due at time of 

registration. 

Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.   

AB7-Tinikling and Maori Sticks-back to basics-Lynne Travers 

Tinikling and Maori Sticks-What are they anyway?  Tinikling is a hopping dance 

from the Philippines and Maori Sticks is a game from New Zealand requiring good 

hand-eye coordination.  Here is a chance to learn something new and use it to 

add some arts, some International and some fitness to your program.  Come 

prepared to move and have some fun. 

Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Guides, Pathfinders, Ranger Guiders. 

 

AB8-Discovery Center 

Looking for some great STEM activities that can be used at your unit 

meetings?  Why not check out the Discovery Center where we will be 

touring the new facility, participating in various workshops and 

watching a live star show in their immersive dome theatre.  We will be 

walking from the hotel to the Discovery Centre.  This session has an 

additional cost of $10 per participant-payment due upon registration. 



Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, All guiders.   

AB9-Time Management-Holly Thompson 

We all know that a Guider has a family to care for; they may work long 

hours and have other volunteer commitments.  Participants will learn how 

to manage their time by setting priorities and give you the skills and 

knowledge to effectively manage the time you spend Guiding. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

AB10- Outdoor Cooking-Lisa Pretty and Sandra Cohoon  

Come and cook with us!  Try your hand at some outdoor cooking 

methods, and gather some ideas to take back and use with your girls.  

Boxed oven, backpackers stove, tin can stove and more methods to 

share.  All ages are excited to try their hand at outdoor cooking.  We 

will prepare a sampling of items for tasting.  Yummy.  This session will 

cost an additional $5.00, payment due at time of registration. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.   

 

 

A 9:15AM-10:30AM 

A12-Toadstools and Pixie Dust-Caroline Blair 

Want to learn how to create magical outdoor activities that the girls in your Unit 

will love?  Wondrous walks, Night Hikes, animal themed games?  This session will 

provide lots of fabulous ideas and take aways that you can use in your unit next 

week. 



Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Brownie Guiders.  

A13Self Esteem Activities for Pathfinders and Rangers-Liz Buffet 

This session will be very much a hands-on session. One of the major roles of 

Guiding is helping our girls develop positive self esteem. This session will provide 

Guiders with fun activities aimed at doing just that! We will actually take part in 

the activities so you will leave with activities to take right back to use with your 

unit. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Pathfinder and Ranger Guiders.  

A14-A  for Adventure 

A for Adventure all started with Chris and Jan, two people who love the 

outdoors and encourage children of all ages to explore the natural 

world.  Their book-“A for Adventure”-a rhyming A-Z children’s book 

with each letter representing a different topic or activity, is just the 

beginning of their success. 

Come join Chris as he shares ideas on how to add adventure to your 

unit meetings, camps and outings. 

Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders   

A15-Imovie-Caira Clarke 

Guides through Rangers rely on their phones to communicate, build community 

and stay connected.  In this session you will learn how to allow them to use 

phones and tablets to build technical skills and achieve their goals.  We’ll cover 

how to operate the iMovie video-editing app, incorporate it into the program and 

share videos appropriately online.  We’ll also have time to practise making videos 

ourselves. *Need iphone or ipad with iMovie app downloaded.  Android could 



also be used with another video editing app like Video editor.  The trainer will 

have a few extras.  

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Guide, Pathfinder, Ranger Guiders.  

A16-Stem Activities-Wendy Tarrel 

In this session, you will learn about easy and natural ways to incorporate science, 

technology, engineering, and math into your daily meetings and field trips.  Come 

and learn some new and fun STEM activities to use with Sparks, Brownies, and 

Guides.  Be prepared to participate in STEM activities too!  

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Spark, Brownie, Guide Guiders.   

 

A17- Girls with behavioral problems-Natasha Juntermann,  

In this session, I hope to have some learning from one another and 

brainstorm specific strategies to deal with difficult behaviours in unit/ camp 

settings. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, All Guiders.    

A18- B32-Green Nova Scotia 

 The Green Schools Nova Scotia program is an exciting initiative brought to you 

by Efficiency Nova Scotia. The program helps teach to become more energy 

efficient and helps to enhance environmental sustainability at schools.  

Green Schools Nova Scotia unites school communities that have one common 

goal: to adopt smarter energy habits, become more sustainable and waste less. We 

do this through building ongoing relationships with schools, supporting Green 

Teams and doing in-person school engagements. 

The goals of the program are to help students think about where resources come 

from, their consumption habits, and to provide educational opportunities for 



behavioural change by teaching students, schools, and communities how to waste 

less. 

Our presentation will showcase who we are and what we do by sharing our 

energized engagement experiences with you, our Guider audience 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

 

A19-Getting out of the Meeting Hall-Christy Elliot 

Stuck in a rut with your weekly unit meetings?  Get out of the meeting 

hall!  Outings often provide some of the most memorable meetings of 

the year and they don’t have to be a huge undertaking.  Let’s share our 

best practices, favourite destinations, and leave with a giant list of 

awesome ideas..Maybe you won’t even need a meeting space next 

year! 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, All Guiders.  

A20-MEC(Mountain Equipment Co-op)How to Pack 

Know how to select a pack and pack it for comfort and safety. 

Features-volumes, frames and other key features 

Fit - Understand the importance of a properly fitted pack 

Packing techniques – comfort and safety 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Guides,Ranger Guiders.  

B21-The Youth Project 



Join presenters from The Youth Project for an intro to supporting transgender 

Guides.  Beginning in 1993, The Youth Project has been providing support, 

education and resources to youth under 25 around sexual orientation and gender 

identity for over 20 years.  This workshop will expand on exploring gender 

identity, language and terminology, an overview of new inclusion policies and 

how to make our spaces trans-friendly. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Guide, Pathfinder, Ranger Guiders.  

B11:00AM-12:15PM 

 

B23-Challenges-Mary Louise Johnson 

Guiding Program Challenges-Learn what’s out there at the Provincial and National 

level and beyond. 

Is there a crest for that?  Want to learn about all of the Challenges offered 

through Girl Guides?  This session will showcase all of our Provincial and National 

challenges as well as current challenges from other Provinces, Countries and 

WAGGGS.  Not sure what a challenge is?  It’s a group of fun activities, games, 

crafts, experiments, service projects and so on, usually centered on a theme that 

is cool to do as a unit at a meeting or a sleepover.  Don’t think you have time to 

add something else to your weekly meetings?  Challenges can quite easily fit into 

your program you already do weekly. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, All Guiders.    

B24-Girl Protection-Liz Buffet 

This training is of major importance to any Guider or Ranger spending time with 

the girls in any setting. Current information about child abuse will be 

shared….incidence, indications of abuse, and how to handle disclosures of abuse. 

Another very important part of this session will be discussion on how to protect 



yourself from allegations of abuse. We will also be briefly discussing gender-based 

violence.   

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, All Guiders.  

B25-Finances-Angela Stoddart 

This session will cover such topics as HST, basic budgeting & planning and 

fundraising Do’s and Don’ts.  Please bring any questions you may have about Girl 

Guide financial record keeping as time will be set aside for a Q & A period. 

Target Audience-All Guiders     

B26-Ceremonies-Charlotte Dornadic 

Are you searching for interesting ceremonies for advancement, enrollment, etc. 

Are you tired of doing things the same way year after year? Well this session will 

give you some great ideas to help you create fun and meaningful ceremonies for 

lots of different occasions.  

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, All Guiders.  

B27-Crafts for Older Girls-MaryAnn Miller 

In this session you will be making 4-5 First Aid Kits as well there will be a 

presentation on Camp Hat crafts.  **Please bring: glue gun, scissors, compass, 

knife, whistle, lighter and flashlight. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Pathfinder/Ranger Guiders.  

 

B28-Future Priorities for GGC-Kathy McKay 

Are you interested in where GGC is going in the next 5 years?  Would 

you like to learn how you can be part of this?  If you answered yes, 



come and learn about the Strategic Plan and how you can be part of 

meeting these goals. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S,all Guiders.  

B29-Advocacy-Myna Kota 

Want to hear about how you can be an advocate for GGC?  Join Myna,  

Senior Manager, Advocacy from National, to learn about anything 

relating to advocacy, interacting with government and GGC’s positions 

on issues impacting girls, young women and their well-being. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

B30-Outside Activities-Kathleen Spilek 

 Me? Take girls camping? 

Do you find the idea of taking a bunch of Sparks or Brownies to camp slightly 

terrifying? This session is to ask questions, share ideas and make this task less 

daunting. Some topics that could be covered are: 

- What to take to camp (kit lists) 

- tenting vs cabins vs day camps vs sleepovers - which one is right? 

- possible locations and spaces 

- being prepared and expecting the unexpected 

- using your resources 

We will not be covering forms or safe guide in this session. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Spark/Brownie Guiders.  

  



B31- C40-Round table with PC/Deputies 

Sit down with Lorena Fortune, Nova Scotia’s PC and her two Deputy PC’s to ask 

questions, express opinions and find out about what’s happening with GGC from a 

National and Provincial perspective. 

Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

CD1:15PM-4:15PM 

CD33-Building Strong Teams-Kathy McKay 

The success of Guiding depends on team work with girls, parents, unit 

Guiders, Districts and Areas.  This session will offer practical suggestions 

on how to develop a team that works well together and handles 

challenges successfully. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

CD34-Geocaching-Angie Gaudet 

Ever wondered what it was like to go geocaching, the world’s largest 

treasure hunt?  Think it might be something you’d like to do with your 

girls?  Enjoy a beginner session on geocaching-the act of hiding and 

seeking of small trinkets in various sizes of containers in downtown 

Halifax.  This session involves a lot of walking, so please wear 

comfortable footwear. A small daypack complete with pen/paper, 

water bottle, sweater, and small dollar store “prizes” (erasers, small 

figurines, etc) is suggested.  If you have access to a GPS, or have a 



Smartphone you could download the geocaching app on, that would be 

most helpful. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

CD35-Food Handlers-Debbie Mellish 

How many of us are involved in food preparation for ourselves and our 

girls. Ever wonder why we do what we do in food preparation?  Come and 

review what you already know and learn some new food safety facts. 

Guiding members shop, prepare and serve food for ourselves and our girls 

for many different reasons join us to find out if some food myths are true or 

“old wives tales”!  This course will give you your certificate at the volunteer 

level to go on your IMIS record. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

CD36-Building Unit Guider Skills-Janice Williams 

This National Module is intended to Build New Guider Skills.  It will 

cover the following topics: Women helping Girls, The Unit as a Safe 

Space, Behaviour Management, Bullying & Child Protection, Leadership, 

Communication & Team Building and Planning with the Girls.  You will 

receive some pre-conference reading material. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.    

 

CD37-Event Planning-Charlotte Dornadic 



Would you like to plan special events for your unit or district? Do you want to do 

something different? This National module will give you all the tools you need to 

plan events. WE will choose an event and plan it- maybe you can use it in your 

District or Area 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

CD38-Pier 21 

It can be difficult to appreciate the experiences of others until we can take a step 

outside ourselves.  Designed to move learners from a personal cultural awareness 

to a social cultural awareness and then back inward to understand the 

implications for their own lives, this program brings a deeper awareness and 

understanding to the cultural exchanges that make up the fabric of Canada.  

Explore culture and identity through interactive collaborative and individual 

activities.  Introduce yourself and interact with others using a set of proscribed 

cultural codes.  The experience is not one you’ll soon forget!  Experience the 

different ways individuals and groups negotiate cultural dynamics and explore 

cultural landscapes in a fun, hands-on way with building bricks.  Learn how these 

interactions and feelings represent the cultural interactions within our country.  

Explore your own cultural identity through wearable symbolic micro art.  Plus 

time to explore the museum.  This session will cost an additional $15.00 due at 

time of registration. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.     

 

C1:15PM-2:30PM 

C40-Girls Get Active-Chantal Desroches 



Looking for ideas to get the girls (and guiders) off their butts and moving?  Tired 

of hearing, I’m bored-can we play a game?  This session will be about ways to get 

everyone moving while having fun.  Taking regular program, such as learning the 

Promise and Law, and making it a relay can work the wiggles and giggles out 

while learning too. 

Target audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.   

C41-Promise and Law Activities-Alana Coneen 

The Promise and Law are rooted in the values and traditions that form 

the spirit of Guiding.  For that reason, understanding the Promise and 

Law on a personal level and knowing how to build the Promise and Law 

into unit activities is an important part of a Unit Guider’s toolkit.  Come 

and explore what the Promise and Law mean to you, and learn how you 

can integrate the Promise and Law into every meeting in fun and 

interesting ways-through games, discussions, crafts and activities. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

C42-Crafts for Sparks and Brownies-Claudia Porter 

Fun, easy, inexpensive, recyclable, crafts to do with the girls. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

C43-International-Lashauna Smith  

Think you might be interested in travelling within Guiding?  Does the application 

form for travelling look daunting?  Sit in on this session to learn some tips and 

tricks for a great application form, maybe you’ll be the next girl/guider chosen for 



travel.  Looking to add some International into your programming?  We’ve got 

that too!   

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

 

C44-Mentoring-Nicole Krieger 

Mentoring is a constantly evolving relationship.  As an experienced 

Guider, you are aware of the importance of having a Guider there to 

walk you through the first steps of helping the girls understand their 

Promise or learn the songs to sing at campfire.  Guiding is complex in 

many ways-we have fun with the girls, yet we have safety and program 

requirements that need to be followed.  Your role as a mentor is to be 

that trusted adviser for a new Guider and watch her evolve into a 

competent, caring Guider and perhaps a future mentor. 

Target Audience:  All Guiders.  

 

 

C45-Trail Cooking-Caira Clarke 

If you've spent a day or more in the woods, you know how important food is for 

energy and morale. In this session, you'll learn recipes for breakfast, lunch, and 

dinner that girls can cook on portable backpacking stoves. We'll cover how to 

prepare, store, transport, and prepare food so that you and the girls that you take 

outside are nourished and happy.  This session is outdoors, so please dress 



appropriately.   This session will cost an additional $5.00 due at time of 

registration. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

C46-Campfire Songs-Leijsa Squires 

Description: In this session, Guiders will have a chance to learn and practice a 

selection of campfire songs appropriate for girls of all ages. From traditional 

Guiding songs to loud chants, this will session will cover a little bit of everything. 

Come prepared to sing and have fun!  

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

C47-Provincial Youth Forum-Gabrielle Grant 

The Youth Voice-The Youth Forum is a group of girl members from across Nova 

Scotia who provide a Youth Voice and perspective to Guiding. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Pathfinder,Ranger Guiders.  

 

C48-Sustainable Development Goals-it’s all OUR responsibility-Christy 

Elliot 

What are the 17 “Global Goals”? Who made them and why?  What 

does WAGGGS have to say about all this and what can I do with my 

girls?  This session will work to answer these questions and provide 

practical activities you can do with your girls in unit meetings. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  



 

C49-Social Media-Kim Batten 

Think smart phones and tablets are annoyances to your meetings?  

Let’s learn how these devices, and the various social media platforms 

are beneficial to your programming.  The girls will be amazed you let 

them keep their phones for the meeting! 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders  

D50-Cookies All Stars-Cindy O’Hearn 

Does your unit participate in Cookie All-stars?  Have you ever had problems with 

the site?  We will look at the Cookie All-star site and go step by step on how to 

register for the rewards.  There will be a mock site that we will go on and proceed 

through the process. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

C51- Patrol Leader Styles-Cathy Mason 

This session is a condensed version of a one-day Patrol Leader Training course for 

girl guides. This session will provide the resources to help your guides develop the 

confidence and skills to become effective Patrol Leaders and Seconds - qualities 

they will carry on throughout their guiding years and beyond. Learn about the 

roles and responsibilities of the Patrol Leader and Seconds, what are the Patrol 

Council and Patrol in Council and ideas for running Patrol Elections in your unit. 

All participants will receive a copy of the Patrol Leader Guidebook. 

Target Audience: Rangers, Transitioning Members, Guide Guiders.  

 

D3:00PM-4:15PM 



D53-Service Projects-Mary Louise Johnson 

From Sparks to Rangers, each branch is encouraged to perform some sort of 

service to the community whether it’s an afternoon picking up litter or an ongoing 

service like serving at a soup kitchen.  This session talks about various examples of 

service projects we can participate in.  

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

D54-QM with Allergies-Darlene Banks 

Being responsible to feed everyone safely at camp should never cause you to grab 

your whisk and run!  Allergies and special diets only require some advance 

preparation.  Come learn about menu planning, label reading and making all 

campers feel included. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

D55-Self Harm for Pathfinders and Rangers-Liz Buffet 

Self harm appears to be on the increase among our Pathfinder and Ranger aged 

girls. This session will present an overview of what self harm is, and what these 

behaviours are indicating. We will also be discussing the role of Guiders in dealing 

with these issues in their units.  

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Pathfinder,Ranger Guiders.  

 

D56-Compass-Cheryl Franklin 

Compass-always pointing the way.  Do you have a compass in your survival kit?  

Do you know how to use it?  Do you know what Never Eat Soggy Worms, bearing 



or degrees mean?  Come learn the meaning of these words, how to use a 

compass and ways to show the girls.  Be prepared to go outside. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  

 

D57-Stem Activities-Wendy Tarrel 

In this session, you will learn about easy and natural ways to incorporate science, 

technology, engineering, and math into your daily meetings and field trips.  Come 

and learn some new and fun STEM activities to use with Pathfinders and Rangers.  

Be prepared to participate in STEM activities too! 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Pathfinder/Ranger Guiders.  

 

 

D58-Membership tips and tricks-Cindy O’Hearn 

Looking for some ideas to grow guiding in your District?  Tired of relying 

on bring a friend night to help increase unit numbers?  Come talk with 

us, together we’ll come up with some exciting ways to promote Guiding 

in our community. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, All Guiders.  

 

D59-All About your Branch-Sparks-Beth Spencer 

Sparks are high energy and lots of fun. Come learn about meeting basics, 

program, and extra "beyond the book" activities to keep girls in our 

youngest branch engaged 



Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Spark Guiders.  

 

D60-All About your Branch-Brownies-Claudia Porter 

Learn some Brownie basics to make things easier on you. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Brownie Guiders.  

D61-All About your Branch-Guides-Caira Clarke 

This session is an opportunity to laugh and learn with Unit Guiders who also work 

with Guide units, or who are planning on working with Guide units in the future. 

You'll take away new ideas for ceremonies, events, program planning, and 

strategies for inclusivity, as well as a good understanding of your branch's 

program goals. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Guide Guiders.  

D62-All About your Branch-Pathfinders-Alana Coneen 

If you are a Pathfinder Guider then you will want all the information 

you can get on the world of teenage girls!  This session looks at the 

physical, social and intellectual characteristics of this age group and 

explores strategies for engaging these young women. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, Pathfinder Guiders.  

D63-All About your Branch-Rangers-Natasha Juntermann 

Come for an informal discussion about the Ranger program.  Share 

strategies for engaging girls, completing challenges, youth leadership 

and crafts for big girls. 



Target Audience:TMBR’S, Ranger Guiders.  

D64-Safe Guide Q & A-Cynthia Pothier 

Bring your questions about Safe Guide, we can answer them!  Wondering how to 

create the perfect SG4? Come find out.  Let us de-mystify TPSP’s.  Please bring a 

copy of your Safe Guide manual if you have one. 

Target Audience: Rangers, TMBR’S, all Guiders.  


